The First Step
... into the world of computing is a Commodore computer. The new Commodore 16 is a powerful, 16K tool for anyone, any age to edge into computer literacy. Complemented with a full range of peripherals and software, the Commodore 16 is your perfect learning machine.

1531 Datassette
The Commodore 1531 datassette drive unit is the perfect storage device for your first computer system. Compatible with the Commodore 16, it runs standard audio cassette tapes, digital tapes are not necessary. Play, record and save your programs with the Commodore 1531 datassette unit.

1802 Color Monitor
The new Commodore 1802 is a quality, high resolution color monitor. For superior quality video output from your new Commodore computer or any standard video recorder, the Commodore 1802 is the perfect choice. Completely compatible with all Commodore equipment.

MPS 803 Printer
The Commodore MPS 803 is a dot matrix printer which adds versatility to your Commodore computer. It prints alphabetic, numeric and all graphic characters. Combined with the 1531 datassette unit and your Commodore 16, it completes a perfect system for the uninitiated computerist. Available with optional tractor unit.
The Commodore 16 comes complete with a tutorial cartridge to familiarize you with the functions and capabilities of the Commodore 16’s professional style keyboard. For continuing education and enjoyment Commodore offers a full range of programs including the following:

**Education**
- Typing Professor
- Easy Match/Easy Count
- What’s Next/Letters or Numbers
- A Letter Match/More or Less
- Letter Sequences/The Long or Short of It
- Shapes and Patterns/Group It
- Math Games and Word Problems
- Super Spell
- Maze Mania

**Entertainment**
- Atomic Mission
- Pirate Adventure
- Jack Attack
- Strange Odyssey
- Mind Benders
- Viduzzles

**Productivity**
- Starter Productivity Kit
- Calc Plus
- Script Plus
- Money Decisions—Loans
- Money Decisions—Investments
- Experiences in Software
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